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Abstract. Computer processing can drastically improve the quality of an image and the reliability and accuracy of a spatial
database. A large image (database) does not easily t into the
computer memory, so we process it by downloading pieces of the
image. Each downloading takes a lot of time, so, to speed up the
entire processing, we must use as few pieces as possible.
Many algorithms for processing images and spatial databases
consist of comparing the value at a certain spatial location with
values at nearby locations. For such algorithms, we must select
(possibly overlapping) sub-images in such a way that for each point,
its neighborhood (of given radius) belongs to a single sub-image.
We reformulate the corresponding optimization problem in geometric terms, and use this reformulation to provide some information about the solution. Namely, for images, the optimal subimages should be bounded by straight lines or circular arcs for
non-homogeneous spatial databases, we deduce an explicit expression for the curvature of the boundaries in terms of the data density
in di erent points.
A practical problem: brief description. Computer processing
can extract useful information from an image or from a spatial
database it can also drastically improve the quality of an image
and the reliability and accuracy of a spatial database see, e.g.,
Guting 1994] and Zaniolo et al. 1997].
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Many algorithms for processing images and spatial databases
consist of comparing the value at a certain spatial location with
values at nearby locations. Let us give two examples:
The rst example concerns satellite photos. When we process
satellite photos of the earth's surface, it is very important to
detect edges: in geophysical analysis, edges can describe rifts
in geographic analysis, edges can describe roads or rivers in
the agricultural analysis, edges can indicate the boundary between dierent crops and/or dierent elds, etc. Usual algorithms for checking whether a given point belongs to the edge
take into consideration the image intensity at this point and
at the neighboring points (see, e.g., Penn 1991], Penn et al.
1993], Penn et al. 1994], and references therein).
Another example concerns gravity measurements. At our university, we keep a database of gravity measurements in the
region. These measurements are very useful in geophysics
see, e.g., Birt et al. 1997], Braile et al. 1997], Fliedner et al.
1996], Tesha et al. 1997]. The database was compiled from
measurement done by dierent groups, which used equipment
of dierent quality. Some of the measurement results may
be erroneous. To get good quality data, we must therefore
eliminate such erroneous records. One possible way towards
eliminating such records is to take into consideration the fact
that there is a physical upper bound B on the gradient of the
gravity force. Therefore, if the dierence between the values
of gravity measured at two nearby points exceeds B  d (where
d is the distance between them), this means that one of the
measurements was erroneous.
Some images and spatial databases are so large that they do not
easily t into a computer memory. For example, a typical Landsat
satellite photo consists of  6,0006,000 pixels, which does not t
into some computer's operating memory. Therefore, we must process it by downloading and processing sub-images. For algorithms
which compare the intensity at each point with the intensity at the
neighboring points, we must select these sub-images in such a way
that for each point, its neighborhood (of given small radius r > 0)
belongs to a single sub-image.

Therefore, these sub-images should overlap: indeed, for a borderline point of a sub-image (of a point whose distance to the borderline is smaller than r), its neighborhood does not belong to this
sub-image, so this point must belong to a dierent sub-image as
well.
Each downloading takes a lot of time, so, to speed up the entire
processing, we must use as few pieces as possible.
This requirement can be further ramied. We not only want
to t the data into a computer memory, we also want to leave space
for processing this data the more space we leave for processing, the
more sophisticated algorithms we will be able to use to process this
data. So, when we select a number of pieces, the next optimization
problem is to nd a sub-division into this many pieces in which
the largest amount of information contained in each piece is the
smallest possible.
In this paper, we reformulate the problem of optimal subdivision into images in purely geombinatoric terms.
Reformulating the problem in geombinatoric terms. In
accordance with our description of the sub-division problem, we
are looking for a division of the original domain D into several subdomains D1  : : : D such that for each point p from the domain
D, there is at least one sub-domain D which contains the entire
neighborhood N (p) = fq 2 D j d(p q)  rg (where d(p q) is the
Euclidean distance between the points p and q).
For each sub-domain D , we can denote, by De , the set of all
points p 2 D for which N (p)  D . So, all we need is to divide D
into n sub-domains De , and then take, as D , the set of all points
from D which are  r-close to one of the points from D , i.e.,
D = fp j d(p q)  r for some q 2 De g:
We want to select a subdivision D in such a way that the largest
of the amounts of information I = max I (D ) corresponding to n
sub-domains is the smallest possible (so that the remaining size of
the memory should be the largest possible).
Let us deduce two things from here. First, the amount of
information I (D ) corresponding to each sub-domain D must be
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bounded by the computer memory size I0 . If for one of the subdomains D , the amount of information I (D ) is larger than for
the others, then we can take some part of the corresponding set De
and distribute it between sets De with smaller I (D ) as a result,
the largest amount of information I would decrease. Therefore, in
the optimal subdivision, we should have all domains with the exact
same amount of information I (D1) = : : : = I (D ).
Second, if two sub-domains De and De have a common interior
point, then the points from this intersection are served twice so we
can eliminate this part from one of the sets De and thus, decrease
the size of at least one of the sets D after that, we can reshue
the sub-domains and decrease I . Thus, we can assume that for
the optimal subdivision, dierent sub-domains De and De can only
intersect in border points.
Let us rst consider the problem of sub-dividing the satellite
image. The satellite image is easier to analyze because, in contrast to, e.g., gravity databases, it is informationally homogeneous
in the sense that the pixels containing information are uniformly
distributed among the image, so for each sub-domain D of the
domain D covered by the image, the amount of information about
this sub-domain is simply proportional to its area A(D ). So, the
requirement that I (D1) = : : : = I (D ) = I can be reformulated as
A(D1 ) = : : : = A(D ) = A, and the optimization means A ! min.
If there were no neighborhoods involved (i.e., if we had r =
0), then we would simply take non-intersecting sub-domains D ,
so the problem would be: to divide the domain D into several
sub-domains D of equal area. Since r > 0, we have to take the
dierence D ; De into consideration. Namely, the area A(D ) is
equal to the area A(De ) plus the area of the neighborhood dierence
D ; De . The neighborhood size r is usually small. For small
r, and for a small boundary area of length L, the size of the
corresponding piece of the neighborhood is equal to L  r + o(r)
therefore, the total area of the neighborhood is equal to
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e i ) = L(@ De i )  r + o(r)
;D

(1)

where L(@ De ) is the total length of the borderline @ De separating
i

i

this sub-domain De from other sub-domains De (of course, the
borderline which coincides with the border of the large domain
D should not be counted). From (1), we conclude that A(De ) =
A(D ) ; L(@ De )  r + o(r) = A0 ; L(@ De )  r + o(r): Since the
sub-domains De provide a non-intersecting covering of the original
domain D, we conclude that
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A(D ) = A(D ) ; L(@ De )  r + o(r) =
X
n  A ; L(@ De )  r + o(r):
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A = A(nD) +

X

L(@ De )  r + o(r):
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For small r, therefore, A ! min i the sum L(@ De ) is the smallest possible. The requirement that A(D ) = const can be approximately reformulated as A(De ) = const. So, in geometric terms, the
problem can be formulated as follows:
Problem 1. Given a domain D and an integer n, divide D into
sub-domains De 1  : : : De of equal area A(D)=n for which the total
length of the subdividing lines is the smallest possible.
Result. Let us rst describe the general result:
Proposition 1. For the optimal subdivision corresponding to Problem 1, the borderlines between sub-domains De are either straight
lines or circular arcs.
Proof. Let us take any two close points on the border between De
and De . If we could further decrease the length of the borderline
between these points without changing the area of the domain restricted by this borderline, then we would be able to decrease the
total length of the borderline curves. Thus, for an optimal subdivision, the borderline must have the smallest possible length among
all the curves surrounding a domain of given area. Thus, this borderline must be a solution to the isoperimetric problem, and hence,
either a straight line (if the area is 0), or a circular arc (if the area
is non-zero). The proposition is proven.
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Example. For a rectangular domain of size H  V , it is natural

to divide it into small rectangles. If we divide a horizontal size
of length H into n equal parts, and the vertical size of length
V into n equal parts, then we get a total of n = n  n subdomains of size (H=n )  (V=n ) with the total borderline length
of (n ; 1)  V + (n ; 1)  H . Optimization is tough because n
and n take discrete values. We can get an idea of how n and n
depend on H and V if we { approximately { treat n and n as
continuous variables. The Lagrange multiplier method leads to an
explicit solution to the resulting continuous optimization problem
(n ;1)V +(n ;1)H ! min under the condition that n n = n
(for given n): namely, we get
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hence V +   n = 0 and H +   n = 0, i.e., H=n = V=n , and
the domain D is sub-divided into squares.
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Case of spatial databases. In spatial databases, there may

be more records in some areas and less records in others. Here,
for each spatial point p, we have a density (p) of measurement
points around p. This means that a small domain D is area A
around p has (p)  A bits of information, and the total amount
of information
in a sub-domain D is now equal to the integral
R
I (D ) = (p) dp.
The arguments similar to the ones given in the above case
lead to the conclusion that all sub-domains
H should have the same
information, and that the total integral (p) along the borderlines
should be the smallest possible. The corresponding analogue of
the isoperimetric problem can be explicitly solved by using the
calculus of variations (see, e.g., Hermann 1977], Rassias et al.
1985]): For a piece of a borderline between the two points which
is described
by a curve
p y(x) 2(so that y1 = y2 = 0 at the ends), we
R
Rhave
R ( )(x y(x))  1 + (y ) dx ! min under the condition that
=0 (x y ) dxdy = const, we can use the Lagrange multiplier
method to reduce it to unconditional optimization problem, and
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then apply variational techniques to conclude that
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i.e., in terms of the curvature k(s) of the borderline curve, that

k(s) = C ; 1  dds(s) 
where C is a constant (= ;), and (s) is a value of data density
along the curve. Knowing k(s), we can easily compute the shape
of the corresponding borderline curve.
Open problems. We have shown that the problem of processing
large images leads to a geombinatoric problem: of dividing a given
domain D into a given number n of sub-domains of equal area with
the smallest possible total length of borderlines. It is therefore
useful to determine such optimal subdivisions for basic domains
such as rectangles.
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